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It’s 12:28 a.m. and I am sitting on my bed trying to figure out why the fuck in the middle 

of a pandemic that is disproportionately claiming Black lives, in the middle of basically a Civil 
Rights Movement - Black Women, Black Transgender Women and Black LGBTQIA members 
who are having to protest within a damn protest. Why are we having to fight within a fight? This 
went from Black Lives Matter, because for whatever reason people find this debatable, to All 
Black Lives Matter, because there seemed to be some important members of the community 
missing from the hashtag.  
 

Let's unpack how the world doesn’t seem to give a damn about Black Women.  
 

Let's start with the obvious reason we should be held to the highest regard, we give birth 
to the Black Man. We are the creators of this race, there are no Black Men without the body, the 
nurture, the love and embrace from the Black Woman. Yet we are always the last to be 
accounted for.  
 

Hopefully everyone here is caught up on the state of America right now. But for those 
that are not I will provide some clarification: George Floyd was the last straw but he wasn’t the 
only straw. This movement broke out in hell fire after Black people had finally had enough of 
seeing their Black brothers and sisters humiliated and terrorized by the people in positions of 
power who are supposed to protect us. This movement is not simply a race war, it is a fight to 
end all injustices for everyone. Unfortunately, it wasn’t until riots broke out that the President 
started to see that Black people are serious and are not letting up. But you know what? Black 
Women somehow still got swept under the rug in this great fight to end injustice. Within the 
same time frame of these riots, Breonna Taylor’s murderers have yet to be arrested.* Oluwatoyin 
“Toyin” Salau was a 19 year old activist. She advocated for All Black Lives and for sexual abuse 
survivors. She would speak out at protests and fight hard for the people in her community. While 
there has been efforts to arrest her murderer, he has yet to be charged. Toyin should have been 
protected from the start.** She fought too hard, for so many people and had no one fighting for 
her. Both Black Women deserved so much more.  
 

Who has been advocating for them? Why did it take so long for the media to care about 
Breonna Taylor? Was it because there wasn’t a video of her death or was it because Black 
Women are naturally heard last? Who protected Toyin?  
 



***Rest in Paradise and Love to Breonna Taylor, Toyin Salau and George Floyd.  Each of them 
deserved better than this world had to offer them.*** 
 

Black Women are no stranger to the back burner. Historically we have been told to wait 
our turn, that things have to get better for everyone else before they can be better for us. The 
stigma that a strong Black Woman is only as strong as what she has been put through is 
problematic. The fact that Black Women have to be put through the absolute worst in life and 
prevail to prove themselves is a feat that is not fair or realistic for a gender to carry. Stop treating 
Black Women bad to see how much they care for you! Stop treating them bad to see how 
resilient they are! Stop believing that all Black Women want to carry the strong narrative on their 
backs 24/7.  
 

Black Women are often accused of lacking “femininity” and not being “submissive” 
enough for their partners. But has anyone ever asked themselves, how many strong warriors you 
know that were able to show their soft side? Who were able to be submissive out loud without 
worrying about retaliation and consequences of showing themselves as vulnerable? How many 
people that were beaten and rebuilt to be these stronger than life characters were also vulnerable 
with other people, easily? Then why do we expect Black Women to be able to make the same 
transition so easily? Why aren't we allotted the same excuses that those warriors are given?  
 

Will anyone ever create a safe space for Black Women or do we have to do that ourselves 
as well?  
 

Now I pose a question for Black Men: Why is it that the Black Women that you care for 
and the Black Women you want to have sex with are the only ones that deserve your protection? 
Why is it that some of you so easily say, “I protect my Black Mother.” But don’t have the 
decency to say, “I protect all Black Women because it’s the right thing to do.” How is it so easy 
for you to sit around your homeboy that was accused of r*pe but still in the same breath swear 
you’d, “kill any sicko that touches your sister!” Do you not see injustice in that? Do you not see 
the unfairness in that? I can personally say I have never seen a Black Woman turn her back on a 
Black Man because she didn’t have any personal ties or connection to him. Nobody wins when 
the family feuds.  
 

It is bad enough that Black Women are degraded on a daily basis. We are constantly told 
that our hair is too big and unprofessional, and our voices are too loud, ratchet and uneducated. 
We aren’t ”relatable” enough for most settings and we aren’t “pretty” enough for certain 
fashions. Not to mention we are fetishized by outside cultures. It's not cute when we do it, but it 
is when others take it and make it their own. We do not need the constant injustice from within 
our own community. From the very men that we have fought for for years! Look at the protest 



pictures, watch the protest videos, etc and email me at blackbELONgteam@gmail.com and tell 
me how many Black Women you counted, how many you saw in those pictures screaming the 
loudest, fighting the hardest for Black Men they don't know. Being shot with rubber bullets and 
sprayed with tear gas for Black Men they will one day marry, love and raise. For Men that they 
will always protect. And when you email me your response, Man or Woman, make sure when 
you do it you capitalize not only the “B” in Black but the “W '' in Woman.  
 

To all my Black Women and Black Girls who are reading this: You are worthy, you are a 
part of this fight, your beauty is beyond measure but it’s your brain and your passion that makes 
you so special. You are magic even on the days you don't feel it. There is magic in the dip of 
your hip, in the curve of your feet and the kink of your hair . We deserve protection, love and a 
life where we don't have to be beaten down to be seen as worthy. We deserve ease and peace and 
we’ll have it one day. 
 
*Breonna Taylor was a 26 year old Black Woman who was sleeping in her apartment when the 
police, in plain clothing, entered her home on a “no knock warrant.” Taylor’s boyfriend opened 
fire believing the house was being burglarized and the police officers fired back. Three 
Louisville Police Department officers shot Breonna Taylor eight times in her own bed. They 
have yet to be charged or arrested and this happened March 13, 2020. #sayhername To help get 
justice for Breonna Taylor and her family, consider signing this petition: 
https://www.change.org/p/andy-beshear-justice-for-breonna-taylor  
 
**Resources for information on Oluwatoyin “Toyin” Salu. #sayhername  

- https://blacksportsonline.com/2020/06/19-year-old-black-lives-matters-activist-oluwatoyi
n-salau-found-dead-after-going-missing-after-tweeting-shes-was-sexually-assaulted/2/ 

- https://www.hypefresh.co/blm-activist-oluwatoyin-salau-found-dead/ 
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